Preface: Since not all orientations of the Bandaged Cube are equal it makes sense to add a couple of conventions to simplify the discussion of the Bandaged Cube. Above is the coloring on the cube used for this discussion. If your cube is differently colored, you’ll need to make an adjustment to cover that. I will also assume that if you’re interested in the Bandaged Cube that you’re fairly competent with the basic Rubik’s Cube’s movements and notation.

Analysis and conventions:

Colors = Y, G, R opposite O, B, W respectively.

There is only one single cubelet; YGB. Looking at the cube with this cubelet in the URF corner, gives you Yellow on Up, Green on Right, Red in Front, Blue on Left, etc. This is what I will call the Home position.

There are seven other movable couplets and these will be denoted by their two long edges. GY, YR, RG (group-1), GO, RB, YW (group-2) and finally the BW piece.
The WO centers are connected – leaving just the other 4 centers to turn (YRG and B). The YRG sides are rotationally symmetric. I looked for an operator that would leave the BW piece untouched. I found the following, really nice one:

\[
F R U F R - F^2 U -
\]

Let’s call that the “Move” and label it M.

Perform M in home position and you’ll notice that RG piece stays in place.

I numbered the remaining 5 edges as follows (6 and 7 being the other two).

1. RB
2. YR
3. YW
4. YG
5. GO
6. RG
7. BW

I think of it as just a clock-wise numbering by looking at the single-cubelet (with Yellow on top of course).

This is a nice 5-cycle 1->2->5->4->3

Doing this 5 times, of course restores the Cube.

The Move (M) can be done with Yellow, Green or Red on top (keeping the single cubelet (YGR) in the upper-front-right spot).

I knew that the 5-cycle wasn’t going to be enough. At this point, I reasoned as follows. It’s easy to get the centers aligned. It’s easy to pop in BW (piece-7). It’s easy to get one of the (Group-1) pieces in, which is then invariant under M from the right orientation (RG) (piece-6).

Using the 5-cycle, I can get one more in but that still left me with 11 unique positions to get to. There are 3 2-swaps and 4 3-cycles (2*4 + 3 = 11). Doing the 5-cycle from different directions only let me find one of the 11 (what I call the 23 (which swaps 2-3 and 4-5 (the 1 cube is now invariant by using M repeatedly until it’s in place). I needed one more interesting move and I found one. I call it The “Swap” Move and I use S to note it (because it has to do with Swapping a piece in and out of the BW spot).

Here it is...The “Swap” Move:

\[
(U_2 L U - F - L - U - F) (R U) (U_2 L U - F - L - U - F) (U - R -)
\]

1->2->5->3 and 4->6 A 4-cycle and a 2-cycle.
U2 L U- F- L- U- F (accomplishes a lot but I think of it as getting the Yellow Red to go to the White-Blue spot (or 2->7). The (RU) then let’s you do the move again to put 7->2. The final (U-R-) gets the cube back in its symmetrical form so the M operator can work.

With this operator (we’ll call it S) and Y, G, R for the M operator with that color on top. (Y on top is still the home orientation and the numbering). We have all we need to solve the cube from any position.

23 G2R-
24 RGS
25 YSG2Y2
  2 GYSY2     4-5-3
  3 GSR-Y2     4-5-2
  4 SG2Y-   3-5-2
  5 Y2SG2     2-3-4

So, that’s it. Here’s the 5-step process I use to solve the Bandaged Cube.

1. Get the cube in the F, U & R bandaged symmetry without worrying which of the 7 bandaged pieces are located.
2. Get the BW (7) in place by using the first part of the “Swap” Move.
3. Get RG (6) in place by using M from either R and G on top.
4. Get RB (1) by doing M with Y on top (or just Y).
5. Then look at 2, 3, 4, 5.
   If one of them is in place use the corresponding formula (2, 3, 4, or 5) above.
   (You may need to do this twice (or backwards) depending on the remaining 3-cycle).
   If none of them is in place look at where the YR (2) exchanged with – either 3, 4, 5 and use that formula (23, 24, 25) from above.

**Bonus Cube Fun Fact:**
Q: What’s special about (R2L2F2B2U2D2)(RBLFR)?

A: On each of the 6 faces 3 of the colors appear twice and 3 of the colors appear once.

I originally named any state that met these criteria as “The Most Random State” of the cube. Shortly after, I asked myself if I could create a cube that met this Most Random State criteria as well as having the property of being bilateral symmetric on all sides. I achieved that as well; but leave it as an exercise for you to enjoy if you’re so inclined. I called that the Most Non-Random Random State but I never found a short algorithm to produce that. Swapping the order of the two operators above by putting the Checkerboard operator after RBLFR also results in “The Most Random State” criteria being met.
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